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Introduction

 



About the Author 
Hello! I’m Rayna, the 11-year-old girl
who runs this magazine! I wasn’t sure
if there was a word like “runner”, so
you’ll have to bear with me on the
title. It isn’t completely unfitting, as I
am the main author for this magazine. 
 Like I said, my name is Rayna, but I have – and have had –

several nicknames, some of which are “George, Georgie,
Ray, Rayns, Ray Ray, and Raynza”. Yes, I agree with you:
my friends and family are crazy. But then again, so am I.
I’m a shy introvert around people I don’t really know, but
around friends and/or family? A crazy, talkative little
almost-extrovert! 
I’m a huge bookworm, with some of my favourites being
Keeper of the Lost Cities (this is THE favourite), Harry
Potter, and The Land of Stories. You’ll probably read a lot
about books over here, and while I try to keep that variety, I
nearly always end up mentioning Keeper of the Lost Cities
too. It’s a habit I love.
 



 Another hobby I have is art. Mostly drawing, but I do like
swishing around watercolour every now and then, and every
once in a while, I make something actually good! You can
find a lot of my artwork (mostly my sketches, as I don’t
think I’ve put up a single watercolour painting of mine) on
my blog, and may see more in a future volume of the
magazine. 

I’m not sporty at all; I prefer creative things over sports, as
you may have noticed. But I do enjoy badminton, and play
regularly enough. Enough. Heh.

I do not want to turn this “about me” section into a place for
me to ramble, as I sometimes tend to do, so now I’ll insert
some questions (along with my answers, of course) from a
recent (ish? Can’t remember dates..) Q&A I did on my
blog. 

Do you have a pet?
No, but I reaaaaaaally want a dog.
Where are you from?
India. 
How would you describe yourself?
Really shy, and really talkative. Opposites, yes. But to me it
makes complete sense.



What’s the perfect Saturday afternoon?
Something like: a good temperature (HEAR THAT,
SUN?!), or maybe rain, with a lot of reading and art.
How would you describe the world around you in one
sentence?
Ooh! Here: A place where the little moments with friends
and family matter in midst of chaos and destruction.
Choose one: Books or Movies?
Books. Always and forever.
Which country would you like to live in when you grow
up?
Probably somewhere in Europe.
On a scale of 1-10, how much do you love blogging?
Nine. And a half. Maybe ten.
Do you feel that you are mature for your age?
In some areas, yes.

That's all for now! I hope you got to know a little more
about what I like, and what I am like.
~Rayna



About the
Magazine

Hello! I bet you’re wondering what this magazine is about.
I bet you’re also wondering who I am. No, wait, I take that
back. You probably know who I am. You wouldn’t be here
otherwise. But, since I’ve been incredibly cryptic about this
magazine, you wouldn’t know anything about it. So that’s
what this lil’ section is here for!
So, I’ve tried magazine and newsletter ‘projects’ like this
before. Which, naturally, stopped after two issues. What
was the issue (no pun intended, of course)? Well, apart
from the fact that I’m incredibly lazy and couldn’t possibly
keep anything of the sort up for long, I also didn’t have an
audience. I did have my parents and a couple friends (thank
you! Although I know you knew I would’ve pestered you
like anything if you didn’t read it), but… it wasn’t really
enough to keep me up at it. 
 Now, however, my blog has grown a fair bit, and I can
share it with you guys too! 
Okay, so what am I actually going to include in this
magazine? A lot of things! Wow, very detailed, eh? 
Anyway, from book reviews and recommendations, to art
contests and tips on different things, Ray’s Blogging Days
will have a lot of stuff to choose from. 



There will be something in the next, or next to next issue
where I feature poems/artworks/stories that people have
sent in! That is, if enough people actually send anything in. 
 I’ll also be doing a writing/art contest every once in a
while. There’s also this “book of the month” thing, in which
I’ll be picking one underrated or not very well-known book
for the month. I’ll give my thoughts on the book, along with
a brief summary, and if you’ve read the book, we can talk
about it!
 Apart from all that, I may start a series in the near future,
which will only be available in the blog magazine (like
most things here). 
That is all for now, but as I go along, I’m sure we’ll find
that the content will have changed at least a little.
 
See you in a few pages!



When I was just six years old, turning seven in less than a
month, my parents came up with a wonderful idea: I should
start a blog. I was always writing “novels” and poems, so I
was delighted! With the help of my parents, I started a
WordPress blog. 
 My mother helped me write my first post, which was titled
“just writing”. I didn’t write very much in that post, but it
was enough to get me started. Here is what was written
(without any editing whatsoever):

just writing
I am Rayna, i am going to be seven very soon , my birthday
is on 20 december, i was born in 2009, my house on the first
floor, there is a bedroom a playroom a liveing room a office
room a huge dinning room and three bathrooms and finaly
the kitchen. if you want to know more go to read something
else here.

My grammar wasn’t very good, but as I said, it was a good
start for me. After that, I wrote about miscellaneous things, 

Rayna's Blogging
Journey



like vacations, what I watched, what I read, and the
occasional story. I was not very active, posting once or
twice a month at most. I published my first poem, “I am”,
on April 11th, 2017:

i am a rising flower
and i am quite well
i am a rising tower
i like to ring my little bell
i need some time
to have the chime,
but i am quite well
for now.

After that, I continued my on and off writing, up until April
of 2020. That’s when I was bored and tired of the
lockdown, as most people. I suddenly remembered that, oh,
I have a blog! And so I wrote the first post of many to come
in lockdown: “Real Boredom Busters”. It was published on
April second, and got a grand total of.. two views. My
parents. 
 But that didn’t stop me, since I wasn’t expecting anymore
anyway. I started writing everyday in lockdown, sometimes
even writing twice or thrice. I got my first followers in July,
when I followed a blog for the first time. My blog posts
started improving and growing in August. In December, I



reached a hundred followers! In celebration, I hosted a New
Year’s Writing Contest (more about this on page), which
got eleven entries. And since then, I’ve been writing blog
posts a few times each week. 
I know I’ve improved since all that, and I hope to grow and
improve more as the days go on.
 
~Ray out



Books and 
Writing



While creating your own magic system
can at first seem really daunting, it's
actually SO much fun! I've compiled a
list of 15 big questions that'll dig into
your creativity and bring out some really
epic ideas. 
Feel free to go through this with a 
 pen and paper and answer the questions. Even if you just jot

down some quick answers to each question, you're going to
have an awesome, original magic system after this!
Let's get started! 

Does it already exist?

This is a great starting question! Does magic already exist in
your book’s world? And if so, how long has it been 

 

How to Create a
Unique Magic System: 

By Mary

15 Important
Questions 



If it's only a select group, why can only a select group
have it? And how is it decided who gets to have it?
Or is having magic randomized?
Or maybe it has to get implanted in your character
somehow?
Or maybe someone having magic has never happened
before?

Does everyone have it because that's just how the
world works? 

around? One year? A decade? So far back dated no one
can quite remember? Or maybe it's been whispered about
from legends and prophecies, but no one has found/had
this magic for millennium (until your protagonist,
obviously).
On the flip side of that, maybe magic has JUST started
around the time your characters came! (if this is the case,
then why has it or what made it start now of all times?)

Who has it? And why?

Next up: Does everyone have it? Or just a select group?
(For example: only those in the army are granted magic
so that they can fight.) 

Now: Why do these characters have this magic? It can be
a little weird if JUST your main characters have magic
powers and no one else does unless you come up with a
good reason why:



Can only one group in the world have magic? Or
maybe five different groups who have to fight each
other with their magic?
Or is it normal for a random variety of people to just
have powers and others don't?

Maybe special ability sessions/training
Seeing kids playing with fireballs or zooming with
super-speed in halls
History class in now a class where you learn about
the origins of magic

Would that school be considered dangerous? Or
highly prestigious? 

Will they have to hide the fact that they don't have
magic? Or is it still possible to get into the school? 

What Happens if You DO or DO NOT Have Magic?If
it's normal for every person in the world to have magic,
all the schools in the world are probably going to have
special programs geared to practicing the student's
powers. For example:

But what happens if only a select few have it? Can only
they go to this school? If so,

Now, new question: What happens if you don't have
magic? 
Imagine a world full of people who ALL have magic, and
your protagonist ends up with no powers:



Would not having magic be considered a curse or a
blessing?
Would your protagonist be considered special or
would he maybe be considered dangerous?
Are you starting to see how everything builds off of
each other? Depending on how you answer these
questions will allow you to take so many different
roads!

What Is the Worldview on Magic?

If everyone has a power, the worldview on magic might
just be that "Magic is normal". Seeing people levitate and
spark lightning from their fingertips is a normal, every-
day occurrence!
If it's a hidden, secret select group who only has these
powers, then a potential worldview could be that "Magic
is considered dangerous and evil". On the flip side, if
magic is maybe gifted to certain people, perhaps the
worldview on it is "Those who have it are special and
therefore must be treated as such". Starting to see what I
mean?
Magic can also be viewed as just "wrong" or "evil", even
if everyone has it. Maybe magic is thought of as a
horrible curse until the protagonist learns he can use it for 



Will the world allow your characters to just break all
these scientifical laws, or will something bad happen
to the world in response to all the unnatural magic?
(Example: if your protagonist has the power of Earth
and they yank out so many rocks and roots, the earth
in response might cause an earthquake).
Or maybe, because magic might be so normal to the
world, that the world itself has adapted to
accommodate for the changes made to it by these
powers. 

Sometimes the world being affected by the character's 
 powers doesn't matter, but it can make for some really

 
good! (or something like that). Mess around with how the
world might view magic. Is it a positive or negative thing,
and what's making it be viewed this way?

What Effect on the World Does Magic Have?

Here's something interesting to think about: if your
protagonist has the power to fly, is there no struggle for
him to defy gravity? Or will he have to learn to push
against or find a way around the force?
Can your characters do something that defies the laws of
physics and get away with it? Or will there be
consequences for messing with the normal? How will the
world react to things being messed up?



Are these rules something EVERYONE knows?
Can your characters use their powers only at school
or never at school?
Can people only use magic to kill or defend or are
people never allowed to use magic to kill under any
circumstances?

 interesting conflict and awesome depth in the book! It
can also allow your characters to realize what they're
doing is having actual effects on the world around them,
and that they are responsible for any potential damage
that might occur.

Are there rules?

Can characters kill someone with their power? Or can it
only be used for good? Can people mess around with
other people's lives? Or do they have to respect
boundaries? (Example: can characters just go around
reading people's minds or do they have to ask people’s
permission first?).

Consider how far your characters might be allowed to go.
If magic isn't allowed to be used for killing, what happens
if they DID kill someone with their magic? Would their
powers be taken away? Maybe they'd be struck dead. Or
maybe nothing actually happens because it was just a 



Does everyone have water-powers? 
Can only one person have water-powers? 
Can only girls have water-powers? 
Can only five people in the entire universe have
water-powers?
Do only girls have the powerful powers or only boys?
Or maybe boys have the fighting powers and girls
have the healing powers?
Can people have access to any power they want
whenever they want? 
Or is everyone limited to one? 
Or maybe people have no idea what they’ll get, and
every power is different!

ploy created by the government or king or whatever ruler
to have a firmer control over the people! (okay that's me
getting way too excited there)

What KIND of magic is this?

Where Does it Come From?

This is going to help you describe the power when the
time comes to write it, as well as just giving yourself a
better mental image of how things work.

Does your character's magic come from:



Deep inside the character? Do they have to draw
from some sort of core energy inside of themselves?
Around the character? Do they draw from their
surroundings/environment?
Inside the character's head?
Some sort of void that they can draw from?
Or is it completely effortless and just comes?

Let's say your protagonist has every power ever. If they
depend upon an energy source to use their magic, can
they draw equally from this source and create earthquakes
and tsunamis with equal power? Or will one power drain
them more than another? For example, if your protagonist
is better at their Earth power than their Water power,
maybe they don't need to pull as much energy from their
energy source to create an earthquake as they would need
to create a tsunami. 

This is basically you asking yourself: what effect on my
protagonist does magic have?

Can It Deplete?

Can your protagonist endlessly use their power over and
over again with ease, infinitely? Or does the magic need
to recharge? If so, when and how does your protagonist 



How long does it take to use the power? Does it take
a minute to call upon it? Or does it come instantly?
If your protagonist has numerous powers, does he
have to call upon them one at a time or can he use
them all at once? 
What if your character doesn't rely on an energy
source? Well, magic can still be stronger or weaker
depending on other things as well, like:
Does IQ have any potential effect on magic? Maybe
the smarter the person is the better their power is! 
Or maybe the not-smart characters get the best
powers, and the smarter ones get the lame powers.
What effect does stature have? If the character is
huge maybe he'll have a huge power and the small-
bodied characters will have small, weak powers.
Or maybe the smaller ones have the awesomest
powers and the bigger characters have the lamest
powers.

Can people call upon their power at will and use it
whenever? 
Or does the magic control them? Does it get to decide
when to be used and when not to? 

recharge?

 
Do They Control It?



Does it spurt out its power randomly? 
Do the characters even have to 'call' upon their power
or does it just happen the instant they think about it? 
Do they need to train to use their power or do they
know how to control it the moment they have it?

Is magic used for every-day living? Fighting?
Can it kill someone? Is that it's purpose? Or is its
purpose to bring peace to the world? 

Does it have feelings? A personality?
If it does have feelings, do those feelings affect how
well the power works? (For example: Calling upon
the angry, stormy part of wind might come out
powerful, while calling upon the peaceful, gentle part
of wind won't do much of anything.)
Can only the user who wields the magic hear the
voice of their power or can people with the same
power also hear the voice? Is it the same voice for
everyone or different for everyone?
Maybe the personality of the voice reflects or clashes
with the user's own personality.

What Can Magic Do? And What Can It Not?

Is It Alive?
Is the magic alive? This idea is not normally used, but it
adds such an awesome addition to magic!



Allowing the magic to be alive can really create some
awesome conflict and up some stakes in your book! For
example, maybe the user can communicate mentally with
their power. The user mentally snaps at their power, and
the power-having a thin-skinned personality-decides to
just disappear for a while, leaving the user powerless for a
bit riiiiighhhtt as a band of thieves decides to attack the
user.
Also, depending on whether the magic is alive or not can
also add to whether the character can control the magic or
not. Maybe the protagonist's power is Wind. Wind can be
gentle when it's a breeze or angry in an ocean storm. So,
maybe that's the Wind's personality! Your protagonist has
to control the Wind, and because Wind has such a
dimensional personality your protagonist needs to show
the Wind who's in charge. But because of the Wind's
restless personality, it's going to be hard for your
protagonist to master his power. 
For a closing thought on this idea, can the power get out
of control? For example, even if the protagonist finally
gets the Wind to accept him, maybe he still won't be able
to call upon it properly-it'll whoosh away from his
control. It IS wind, after all. Kind of hard to take hold of
it. Or maybe he accidentally calls for the angry, stormy
part of the wind and it explodes everywhere, causing a
tornado.



Does the magic grow and change based off of when
the user grows and changes?
Does the magic grow and change depending on when
the magic's personality (if it has one) grows and
changes? 
Maybe a shift in power or accuracy depends on the
user's or magic's mood? (What happens when both
the user and magic are perfectly connected? Are they
unstoppable? And what happens if they're both
fighting with each other-does the magic not come?)
Does the magic grow even more powerful just over
time or can it only grow as the bond between it and
the user grows? 

Can the Magic Grow and Change Over Time?

Does the magic ever change, or will it just always be the
same level of poorness/greatness forever? If it does
change:

Or can the magic only grow in power by training with it?

Can Magic Be Lost or Gained? 

How do you gain magic? Similar to the "Who has it?"
question, everyone might just have a power from birth.
But, what if, as the people in the story grow up, they have
to wander and FIND their own magic. There's magic  



Through what measures must be taken to gain it?
(Example: does the character need to leave home, kill
someone, heal someone…essentially, do something
specific to trigger the magic?)
Or does it have to be implanted in a character to be
gained?

How can magic be taken away? (Example: maybe if
the laws say people can't kill someone and the
protagonist does kill someone, their magic goes
away.)
Does whoever take it away have access to this power
now or does it go dormant in the user's body? 
Will ALL their powers go away or just the one?
Or the only way for magic to be lost is if the magic
has a personality and decides to just kind of disappear
for a bit?

awaiting out there for everyone, maybe the characters just
have to go out and find which one is theirs. In this case:

Now, on the flip side...can magic be lost? And if so, what
must happen for it to be lost? Does it go dormant or is it
forever there in the user, just hidden somewhere deep
inside?

A bit of an interesting question, but: What happens if the
user dies with their power? Where does it go? Does it die
with them or hop into the nearest living thing/human by
it? Or what if the character can't die if they manage to 



Is magic how the people can tell the differences
between good and evil? Right from wrong? Did
magic maybe even make the world? 

100% connect with their power? (Meaning that, without a
power on their quest to find one, they could most
definitely die against immortal foes.)

What is the Purpose of Magic?

This is a big one to just think about for a bit.
Cool for the sake of cool, isn't cool.
I'm pretty sure there's a good chance everyone has read a
book where just a group of kids happen to get powers and
then only they can save the world because of it. It's
very...bland. The magic just comes in because...it's cool.
And kids get to save the world now. Yay.
Honestly though, magic can go WAY deeper:

Try not to make magic just a plaything for your
characters. Origins of magic can go so much deeper! Go
ALL out with your answer to this question!

Thank you SO much to Rayna for asking me to be part of
her magazine! So much fun to write this!
For more content like this, feel free to visit my blog Wild
Writing Dreams!

https://wildwritingdreams.wordpress.com/


Book of The Month
Author: Susanna Bailey
Genre: Middle-grade
fiction
Age rating: 9+
Pages: 304
Published: November 14th,
2019

In the “Book of the Month” section, I (Rayna) pick an
underrated/not well-known book/just a book I really like
to give my thoughts on, and then if you have read the
book, we can talk about it! If you haven’t, I encourage
you to pick it up! *wink*

This month’s featured book is Snow Foal, a heartwarming
tale about 11-year-old Addie, who, after her mother takes
ill and goes to the hospital, goes to stay with a foster
family. Upset, heartbroken, and disappointed, she keeps
to herself. One day, she is introduced to a rescue foal, and
the two quickly bond. She starts opening up, and while
she will always miss her moth, she forms an amazing



 friendship with her new family. 

I. Loved. The. Book.
 The story is simple, but wonderfully told, and you fall in
love with the friendships. Told in third-person
perspective, Addie’s sadness and anger is realistic, and
not overdone. Her friendship with the foal, and all of the
members in her foster family, especially the little brother,
Jude, is shown slowly growing. This is something that I
really love reading in books, and I’m so glad Susanna
Bailey included that!
 Also, I was in a phase of loving horse books, and if
you’re into them, this is a really good one! It doesn’t get
fully into horse book mode, if that makes sense, 
 I read this book in around October (2020), and I’m eager
to reread it somewhat soon. Hopefully you will read it
too!

 Tell me, have you read Snow Foal? If yes, did you enjoy
it? If you didn’t enjoy it, why? And if you haven’t read
the book, do you think this is going on your TBR? 
 Have a good day,
 Ray.



In need of some fantasy book recommendations? Look no
further! Here are five books that I loved:

1. The Stolen Kingdom -  by Bethany Atazadeh
I only recently read this one, but it's quickly becoming a
favorite. It is a loose Aladdin retelling with a strong
female protaganist.

2. The Four Kingdoms series - by Melanie Cellier This
one is a series of standalones. It's perfect if you want to
read a series, but not all the books at once. I loved reading
about the princes and princesses.

3. Long May She Reign - by Rhiannon Thomas 
This is a fantasy standalone with just a hint of mystery. I
really loved it.

4. The Ravenspire series by C.J. Redwine 
This is also a series of connected standalones! It can be
read in any order. It has retellings of Snow White, 

Five Fantasy Book
Recommendations

by Diamond



Cinderella, Rumplestiltskin, and Aladdin.

5. The Spoken Mage Series by Melanie Cellier 
This series has the most unique magic system I've ever
encountered! Written and spoken word is the magic here.
This is an enthralling series.

Those are some of my favorite underrated fantasy books!
A huge thanks to Rayna for letting me feature in her
magazine.



Blogging



My Blogging
Process

Over time, my blogging style and process has changed, as
it happens with almost everyone who blogs. I think my
process has changed a lot from how I did things less than
a year ago, and today I’m going to be sharing it with you! 

 I usually write at about 6:30 or 7:00 pm, though
sometimes I have to write earlier or later. Really depends.
On days I go to office, around 3 PM is a good time for me
to write. As for the time I take… Usually 45 minutes to
an hour. Some posts take way less time, like an
announcement post, but some take more, like a post
which requires a lot of pictures. Those take time because I
need to take the photos obviously, do some light editing
since I usually write in the evening, then wait for them to
appear in my email. 
The first step, of course, is finding an idea or topic.
Before November or December of 2020, I didn’t really
have that many ideas. Before writing a post, I’d have to
wrack my brain for ages. I even wrote a poem about how
I was “staring at the screen blankly”. But then I suddenly
had a huge burst of ideas, and I can tell you this: THEY 



WERE MUCH BETTER THAN ANYTHING ELSE
EVER INVENTED!!! *cough* I mean, they were much
better than my previous ideas (that’s better). Of course, I
wrote it down in my journal! Why my journal? Because,
well *falters* I guess I didn’t think of anything better? I
have a thousand notebooks (not really, but you get the
point), but I just decided to ignore them. *Shrug* 

 Anyway, before sitting down to write my post, if I don’t
really have an idea in my head already, I’ll go and look
for my journal (yes, this is actually a step in my process.
“Look for journal”), and flip to that page. Then all I have
to do is pick one! I’ll most likely pick the one I’m most
interested in at that point. After that, I’ll go and hunt for
my laptop (another step that could easily be removed if I
were slightly more organized), and finally sit down to
write! After waiting for approximately an hour (just
kidding, it’s more like five minutes) for my laptop to
finally open up, I click Chrome and go to my blog. I
know I should be writing this stuff in a word document,
and I’m trying to break the habit. I’m also going to try
and write down one of my week’s posts in a notebook,
then type it out later.
Anyway, before actually writing the post, I make sure to
add the tags, assign it to a category. I tried doing it after I
wrote the post, but I almost always ended up forgetting.. 



whoops. I have a post schedule that I follow loosely, so if
I need to schedule my post on a particular day, I’ll do that
first too.
After that, I put in my header (which I might change later
to fit my post better), and then start writing! I usually
don’t put down bullet points or anything, and just dive
right into it (you know, after all the things I mentioned
above are done). 
 If I have to add pictures in my posts, most of the time I’ll
take the photo right away, but sometimes I’ll take it after
I’ve written it out. If I do decide to add the pictures later
on, I make sure to leave a picture block there before
continuing, just so I don’t forget. As you may know, I
have a terrible memory when it comes to these things.
 If I need (well, I suppose the correct word here would be
“want”) to add gifs or emojis, I add them immediately.
Back when my emojis weren’t working, I had to open my
email, open up the chat I have with another email of mine
(yes, I talk to myself. The best of us do it. *flips hair
dramatically), put in a single letter, then put in the emoji I
want. Why put in the extra letter? Because it wouldn’t
copy an emoji alone. 

Unnecessary details aside,  I often have to add links and
put in a shout-out and all. If I’m doing a tag, I add all the
names and blog names, then right after that I add the link. 



If it’s a shout-out, I do it immediately. 
After all that, all that’s left to do is make the featured
image! Apart from, y’know, posting the actual thing.
How do I make my featured image? Well *brushes off
shoulders* on Canva of course. I read a fabulous post by
Evin on Living the Blogging Life, which you should
check out, and I learned how to make one! Since then,
I’ve experimented with different designs, and I think I’ve
improved. Before that I would use Pixlr E, but Canva
makes it much neater and more aesthetically pleasing.
No, this ain’t sponsored. 
I don’t actually put my featured image as a, well, featured
image. With the theme I have (Dara, I believe), the
featured images get severely cropped, so I just add it in at
the beginning of each post.

Well, that’s my process! I didn’t add this part in, but I do
click the post button at the end of all this as well. I just
assumed you would understand that much. 

 ~Ray out~. 



by Maggie





Poems 



In My Arms 
Tonight 
by Pannaga

The moon’s shining brightlyThe moon’s shining brightly
High up in the dark sky.High up in the dark sky.
And we are sitting here,And we are sitting here,

Facing not the moonFacing not the moon, but each other., but each other.
Is this how love feels like?Is this how love feels like?
Is this why people tell,Is this why people tell,
Love is in the air?Love is in the air?

I don’t know. I don’t care,I don’t know. I don’t care,
As long as I have you, in my arms tonight.As long as I have you, in my arms tonight.

The stars are twinkling brightly,The stars are twinkling brightly,
High up next to the moon.High up next to the moon.

But all I can see is the love twinkling in your eyes.But all I can see is the love twinkling in your eyes.
Is this what hope feels like?Is this what hope feels like?

  
  



Is this why people tell,Is this why people tell,
To never lose hope?To never lose hope?

I don’t know. I don’t care,I don’t know. I don’t care,
As long as I have you, in my arms tonight.As long as I have you, in my arms tonight.

The darkness is making the night glow brighter.The darkness is making the night glow brighter.
High up with the moon, the stars, and the sky.High up with the moon, the stars, and the sky.

  

  
  
  
  
  



by Anushka

Unrevealed

City of angels, calling my nameCity of angels, calling my name
Place filled with fantasy dreams and famePlace filled with fantasy dreams and fame

A place undiscovered and hiddenA place undiscovered and hidden
Forbidding the lies and villainsForbidding the lies and villains

  
A paradise with flowers blossomingA paradise with flowers blossoming

And Sunshine you can see from far, glossingAnd Sunshine you can see from far, glossing
Melodies of music and joys play hereMelodies of music and joys play here

Rains of love slowly fall from god’s tearsRains of love slowly fall from god’s tears
  
  

City of love and desires, city of beauty and graceCity of love and desires, city of beauty and grace
Dreams are the gates between the world and thisDreams are the gates between the world and this

placeplace

City 



City of patience and greatness, city of kindness andCity of patience and greatness, city of kindness and
smilessmiles

Love is the key to these broken aislesLove is the key to these broken aisles
  

City of emeralds and diamondsCity of emeralds and diamonds
City of beautiful islandsCity of beautiful islands

Only the ones who dream can enter this placeOnly the ones who dream can enter this place
With love as the key to unlock these wildestWith love as the key to unlock these wildest

dreamsdreams
  

Welcome to my unrevealed city,Welcome to my unrevealed city,
Where everything is found and lostWhere everything is found and lost
Hear the sweet notes of a dittyHear the sweet notes of a ditty

To enter such a place where there is no costTo enter such a place where there is no cost
  
  
  

  
  
  



Thank you


